Technical Information

Product Group: Mayco
Model: C30-series

This bulletin is provided for technical reference and service related updates. If you have any questions, comments or do not wish to receive these e-mails, please reply to this e-mail or call the Service Technical Support Group 800 478-1244.

C30 CLUTCH REPLACEMENT

The purpose of this TI document is to inform that the original type clutch is discontinued and no longer available, the new type clutch is an identical fit.


Features include: • 6 Shoes • High Torque • Less Slippage

**DISCONTINUED CLUTCH**
MQ Part # EM14320

**NEW REPLACEMENT CLUTCH**
MQ Part # EM14351

IMPORTANT: When changing over to the new replacement clutch, the retainer bolt must be replaced.

**NEW RETAINER BOLT**
MQ Part # EM963105
(HHCS • ½ -13x2 inch • G5)

**NEW LOCK WASHER**
MQ Part # EM923346
(½ inch)

A new Key and Washer is supplied with new replacement clutch.
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